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In 2008, Satoshi Nakamoto published the whitepaper
“Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System,” which
explained how online payments could be sent directly
from one party to another without going through a
financial institution. That system is blockchain technology (or, simply put, a digital ledger).
During the cryptocurrency explosion of 2017, we asked the question: “What if you could combine
all the benefits of wealth creation, inflation protection, and cash flowing income of real estate with
the liquidity and ease of use worldwide presented by Bitcoin? What about Real Estate On The
Blockchain?
For the past thirty-five years, we’ve been focused on institutional-grade commercial real estate
investments. More specifically, shopping centers and net lease properties throughout the United
States.
It became apparent that technology would disrupt, but enhance the real estate investment world
like it has impacted other industries for decades. So, we spent the next three years researching,
designing and building the ideal investment to get the best aspects of commercial real estate
including wealth generation, inflation protection, tax benefits, the ability to leverage your
investment, tangible value and cash flowing regular income with all the benefits of blockchain
including security, transparency, cost efficiencies, worldwide distribution, liquidity (person-toperson & business-to-business trading, secondary exchanges) and immediate transfers.
To quote Peter Theil from his book Zero to One, “Look at what in your industry do you think is
inevitable but no one sees coming”
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These are the problems of owning
high-quality Commercial Real Estate:
High Barriers to Entry
▀ It takes Specialized Knowledge to invest and manage with confidence
▀ Most quality properties cost in excess of $1 million

Concentration of Risk
▀ A single property creates a Lack of Diversification

▀ Buying one property puts “all your eggs in one basket”

Lack of Liquidity
▀ Your money is not available immediately which makes Commercial Real Estate Illiquid
▀ It takes Time, Effort, and Specialized Marketing to sell a property

Wall Street wants you to invest in Stocks and Bonds
▀ Investing in the Stock Market, unless you are an insider, is
like gambling
▀ Real Estate is Main Street Investing–the best “Alternative
Investment”
▀ Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs) are not the best
real estate investment: Dividends are taxed as ordinary
income, highly correlated to stock market volatility, and
massive overhead to run these companies

Foreign Ownership of US Real Estate
▀ It is extremely difficult to navigate the rules for people
and businesses outside the US
▀ Compliance with regulations like FIRPTA and FDAP to
legally own real estate

Time Commitment
▀ Real estate ownership is a full-time job

▀ You need a team of professionals and a system to
stay competitive in the marketplace
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There are problems with owning Bitcoin
and Cryptocurrency as an investment:
Cryptocurrency is speculation backed by nothing
▀ Pricing is based on its future potential and the anticipated applications.

▀ Small total market size makes it susceptible to manipulation from larger investors.

Cryptocurrency does not produce cash flow
▀ An investor is hoping for appreciation.

▀ Crypto was designed as a means of payment and store of value, not an investment.

Cryptocurrency is not tangible
▀ Based on an algorithm and software code

▀ Not backed by a hard asset, it has a lack of inherent value–Crypto Kitties are not a
real animals

Price and Market Volatility
▀ Wild swings in prices

▀ Smaller pools of investment and high liquidity contribute to market manipulation

Regulations and Taxes
▀ ICO (Initial Coin Offerings) don’t always
comply with the alphabet soup regulatory
agencies ASIC, ESMA, FCA, MAS, DFSA,
SFCHK, SEBI and SEC.
▀ Uncertainty on how crypto enterprises
and investments will be taxed in the future
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Extrapolate On The Impact Of The Problem
Is Real Estate A Good Investment? Real estate is among the largest asset classes in the world, bigger
than the stock and bond markets. However, the commercial real estate industry still suffers from
significant barriers to entry, obstacles to investing in other countries, and an overall lack of liquidity.
Bitcoin and cryptocurrencies offer amazing potential and have shown the way using blockchain
to execute transactions almost instantaneously, instead of in day. Blockchain also allows for smart
contracts to automate investor income distributions for monthly and even daily payouts. However,
cryptocurrencies have suffered from wild swings in valuation, lack of certainty, and protections
from regulation.
This is where blockchain for real estate can bring out the best aspects of commercial real estate
investment and cryptocurrencies.

What Makes Blockchain-Based Real
Estate Revolutionary?
Blockchain real estate investment utilizing “Security Tokens” will unlock commercial real estate
to create liquidity in a traditionally illiquid industry. It will also enable investors to receive income
and build equity for token holders through property cash flows, loan principal pay-down, price
appreciation, and the ability to utilize the ownership of the asset as collateral for other investments.
By digitizing real estate investments with Security Tokens that are governed by the transactional
rules of the blockchain, investors are given enhanced solutions that allow for diversification,
transactional efficiency, low fees, online secondary market trading, fractional stakes, risk control,
more transparency, and higher potential liquidity due to the fact that the blockchain real estate
assets will be available to a worldwide investor pool.

Proven Portfolio Strategy
in a Unique Wrapper
Liberty Real Estate Fund Security Token offering is the combination
of the proven portfolio strategy in a unique wrapper. Security Tokens
are regulated digital assets powered by Blockchain. Investing with
LibertyFund.io is investing in a portfolio of high quality, well-located
properties with financially strong and brand-recognizable tenants. The
tenants sign long term leases on the properties, which enables them to
engage with customers from a long term perspective. As an investor, you
receive real estate backed tokens and own a portfolio of properties in the
United States with geographic diversification, industry diversification, and
financial credit diversification.
Blockchain real estate will change the way people invest all over the
world. We like to say it is Crypto with Cash Flow!
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About Us
Liberty Real Estate Fund LLC was forged by a team of experienced commercial real estate experts
and savvy Security Token professionals in 2019. Its history goes back to 1990 when Concordia
Realty Corporation was founded. For more than thirty years, Concordia has partnered with
institutional investors to create exceptional value through commercial real estate investments.
Having specialized in net leased commercial real estate, we knew it was one of the most historically
dependable, stable, and secure investment choices. Single-Tenant Net-Leased (STNL) assets have
maintained a 97.5% to 98% occupancy rate between 2009 and 2020. With a Triple Net lease (or
“NNN” lease), the tenant agrees to pay rent along with the expenses of the property, including
Real Estate Taxes, Insurance, and Maintenance. This lease structure reduces the investor’s risk of
rising property operating expenses and creates a predictable cash flow stream to pay monthly
distributions.

Specialized Experience in
Net Lease Properties
With Single-Tenant Net-Lease assets, the investor is typically acquiring a property with a corporate
lease backed by a brand name company. Net Lease properties are like “Bonds Wrapped in Real
Estate.” Net lease properties are desired by investors because they are viewed as safe, recessionresistant assets that preserve wealth and yield cash flow.
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Reasons You Need to
Invest in Real Estate
on the Blockchain

The power of
Blockchain has the potential
to forever change the real estate
finance landscape. Utilizing the
liquidity of cryptocurrencies and
the underlining stability of real
estate has created a powerful
solution for individual
investors.
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1. Cash Flow

Real estate, unlike most investments such as some stocks, cryptocurrencies, and gold, pays out
consistent regular income to investors (cash flow). Real estate has the potential to create multiple
income streams through leasing for agriculture, housing, business (commercial), cell towers,
advertising, air rights, mineral rights, and oil & gas.
Liberty Real Estate Fund invests in Single-Tenant Net-Lease properties where brand name tenants
contract to pay rent over long term periods of time. These properties being well-located have
other uses, such as adding cell towers or billboard advertising signs to create additional cash
flow resources. In fact, they are so well-located that brand-name tenants want to pay rent for
the opportunity the visibility gives them to enhance their brand and keep it top of mind. By
combining blockchain and real estate, you get crypto with cash flow.

02

2. Generates Wealth
For thousands of years, kings, queens, emperors, and royalty have used real estate to generate
and obtain wealth. One look at the Forbes Billionaires list shows that although many have earned
their money in tech or finance or retailing, they keep, hold, and preserve their wealth in real
estate. Real estate not only generates wealth through the build-up of equity in the property, but
also preserves wealth from the ravages of inflation. Real estate has proven time and time again
to be an excellent store of value.
By any measure, real estate is by far the most
significant storage of wealth, representing more
than 3.5 times the total global GDP. As time goes
on, real estate values have always increased in
the long run, even despite price fluctuation in
the market. With real estate backed tokens
that wealth created over time can be easily
divided to pass on to future generations or
donated to your favorite charity.
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3. Hard Asset

Real estate is a hard asset. It is the only investment option with “Real” in the name. Real estate
is tangible and has intrinsic value because it is a finite resource. Because it is located in one
particular place, it is both scarce and immovable, which makes investment in distant areas difficult.
With blockchain real estate investment, you can invest in high-quality property at a fraction of the
typical cost from anywhere in the world. A Japanese noodle shop owner can acquire a piece of
many high-quality properties throughout the United States with a Liberty Real Estate Token on his
smartphone.
As explained above, Liberty Real Estate Fund invests in Single-Tenant Net-Lease retail properties,
which are considered one of the most valuable asset classes in commercial real estate. These
properties are highly desired by many users creating strong demand with highly visible standalone
buildings and easy accessibility. The prominent buildings are like a billboard for the tenants with
visibility, traffic, and prominent signage, helping brands further their image in the marketplace.
These properties have intrinsic value because of the main street locations.

04

4. Hedge Against Inflation
Over the past 500 years, real estate has generally tended to increase in value. Real estate has
historically been an excellent hedge against inflation because it appreciates in value over time. It
provides long-term growth, which creates an excellent store of value.
Since real estate is a hard asset with physical properties, it has a natural scarcity because there is
no ability to create more of it without considerable effort and expenditure. As Mark Twain said:
“Buy land, they ain’t making any more of it!”

Property appreciation coupled with built-in rent increases over time create cash flow, value, and
preserve wealth. You can also “force” appreciation through improving the property. For example,
planting trees or crops, getting better zoning, upgrading the utilities, creating a road, constructing
a building, fixing a building, demolishing a structure, allowing advertising or cell towers, radio
& TV antennas and even creating a conservation easement all build value and make excellent
stores of wealth.
With security token ownership of real estate, those property rights can be distributed on a
worldwide scale. For example, if a developer in Hamburg, Germany, needed a carbon offset for
a city-center office development, they could invest in a Security Token Offering of a sustainable
forest blockchain real estate startup in British Columbia, Canada.
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5. Stability

Real estate has always had lower volatility when compared to stocks. Real estate is generally
known to be slow to rise and slow to fall. Unlike stocks or cryptocurrencies, real estate is not
subject to the wild swings in value that can happen when market sentiment turns into fear.

Compare the S&P 500 for a stock market example of periods of performance under stress: 19801982 - Inflation and High-Interest Rates with a loss of 27%; 1987-1987 - Black Monday with a loss
of 33%; 2000-2002 - Dot.com Tech Bubble with S&P loss of 49%; 2007-2010, Housing Bubble
with a loss of 56%. March 2020 was the S&P 500’s most volatile month ever.
Somewhat hilarious, if it was not so sad, a Fidelity study using a customer account audit from
2003-2013 found that the best performing accounts belonged to investors who were dead or
inactive.
Bitcoin is another speculative, highly volatile investment.
Take August 2, 2020, Bitcoin jumped over $12,000
and then fell 12% in a matter of minutes. More than $1
billion of cryptocurrency was liquidated during the crash.
Bitcoin volatility is exacerbated by large sell orders and
algorithmic trading. The biggest problem with Bitcoin
and other cryptocurrencies is that they have no cash flow
and no tangible value.
Liberty Real Estate Fund has developed a portfolio strategy of investing in Single-Tenant NetLease (STNL) properties occupied by brand-name companies. This portfolio is diversified
geographically as well as diversified by industry type, operating essential businesses with strong
financial resources to continue to pay monthly rent. STNL properties have historically been
occupied with consistency through the ups and downs of the last four recessions providing
steady, reliable cash flow to investors.
Using blockchain in real estate,
Liberty Real Estate Fund will open the
opportunity for investors all over the
world*(certain jurisdictions are not eligible
to invest at this time) to invest in high
quality commercial real estate!
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6. Regulated Securities and Tax Efficient
Security Tokens Offerings (STO) can be compliant with government regulators throughout the
world. In the United States, an STO is regulated by the US Securities Exchange Commission and
must also comply with laws of individual states where they are sold. These laws and regulations
hold STO issuers responsible for actions of fraud, theft, and other nefarious activities. Security
Tokens are also regulated in other parts of the world, including Asia, Europe, Australia, and the
Middle East.
Security Tokens are Digital Assets that are regulated with legal rules. A Security Token is a legal
contract that conveys ownership of an asset or portfolio of assets like commercial real estate
properties. Real estate backed tokens will be recorded as a transaction on an immutable
blockchain ledger, making it easy to control or transfer your ownership.
The Smart Contract feature of real estate backed Security Tokens ensures that the trade complies
with all relevant laws.
Another benefit of blockchain real estate is the investor is able to enjoy the tax advantages of
typical real estate investments. Commercial properties qualify for the ability to deduct normal
operating, property, interest, and expenses related to a mortgage before taxable income. Also,
the tax code allows a deduction for depreciation of the asset since buildings and improvements
have normal wear and tear. If the property is held for more than one year, it qualifies for capital
gains treatment, which is usually taxed at a lower rate.
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7. Smart Contracts
A smart contract is a contractual agreement programmed with a computer protocol that executes
if conditions of the agreement are met. For a simple example, let’s use a vending machine. You
decide to buy a bottle of water which costs $2.00. You pay $2.00 with coins, paper bills, or a
credit card, and the machine releases your bottle of water.
In the same way, you want to convert some extra dollars, euro, yen, bitcoin, or ethereum into
cash flowing tangible real estate. So you invest your money with Liberty Real Estate Fund and
obtain 5000 Liberty Real Estate Tokens . Liberty uses that investment, and others like it to go and
purchase beautiful, well-located properties like a medical clinic in Austin, Texas. That clinic and
other similar properties in other areas of the United States will pay monthly rent. Those rents are
all collected, and after paying expenses, the excess income will go directly from the operating
account of Liberty Real Estate Fund to the investors in the currency of their choice.
Security Tokens have built-in investor protections, rights, and obligations utilizing a smart contract
written directly into the token. With real estate backed tokens you will automatically get your
percentage of regular cash flow and any distributions from the sale of properties as agreed to in
the smart contract.
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8. Tokenization

“It’s inevitable that security tokens will transform equity just as bitcoin has transformed
currency because they afford the owner a direct, liquid economic interest and the
expedited delivery of proceeds. Every type of ownership can be tokenized, which is a
massive multi-trillion dollar market.”
Carlos Domingo - founder of Securitize.io and SPiCE VC
At its very essence, a security token is an investment contract that represents legal ownership of a
physical or digital asset like real estate, or a piece of artwork.

Tokenization is the process of converting an asset with a ‘digital wrapper’ so it can be accessed via
the blockchain. A ‘token’ is a digital symbol of ownership. In blockchain, you own a token in the
same way you own the deed (or title) to a house or car. With the deed, the piece of paper has no
value; it represents the value. It is symbolizing ownership of the house or car.
Extending the analogy further, the deed to the house is registered with a government or private
authority to show chain of title and confirm ownership. Once the asset is entered into the digital
“ledger” of the blockchain, both the asset and ownership are permanently and immutably recorded.
It is like the title records at your local county recorder, but instead of musty, handwritten books in
the basement of a courthouse, it is open and available to be accessed worldwide.
The potential to digitize (tokenize) ownership of almost any asset will create new ways to invest
in institutional quality investments previously unavailable to the average person. Real estate is
poised to be the biggest asset class ready to be tokenized on the blockchain. They are blockchain
real estate backed tokens.
The tokens can convey direct ownership of the asset; Or equity ownership of a company that owns
the asset(s); Or a loan (debt) secured by the asset(s); Or innovative investment ideas such as the
only the income (cash flow) or value increase (appreciation) on a real estate investment.
For example, by acquiring one or many Liberty
Real Estate Tokens (LIBERTY-RE), you get a
fractional share of the Liberty Real Estate
Fund portfolio with all the benefits
of owning the properties and the
additional benefits of blockchain.
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9. Liquidity

To quote Jordan Steck, portfolio wizard for Liberty Real Estate Fund, “Blockchain in real estate is
creating the new liquidity protocol for tangible assets!”
Security Tokens will forever change access to previously hard-to-acquire (and sell) assets. Security
Tokens will create several new ways to sell or exchange real estate, including Peer-to- Peer trading,
trading on secondary markets, dividing your
Liberty-RE
tokens among your family, children or friends,
Complete This Trade
donating, or creating new philanthropic
Review the terms of this trade and accept below
instruments. All this is accomplished with
You’ll send
You’ll receive
faster settlement times, 24 hours per day, 7
days per week every day of the year(24/7/365).
5 USD
1 Liberty-RE

Peer-to-Peer is the ability to directly sell
or trade both person to person, person to
business, or business to business, all without
an intermediary such as a stockbroker, bank,
or payment processor. Say, for example, you
have 10,000 tokens, and you want to sell
5,000 to your friend. It is as easy as sending an email with a link in it for the tokens. If your friend
has the correct amount of money and agrees to buy, the trade will go through automatically.
1 Liberty-RE = 5 USD

1 USD = 0�2 Liberty-RE

Counterparty Address
glñs954s

Expires in

49m:32s

Take

Furthermore, the trade between you and your friend happens almost instantaneously because
blockchain trading allows for Faster Settlement Time. You gain access to your money within
minutes instead of up to three trading days for trading a stock or other current financial instrument.
Additionally, trading and exchange are on your time and your schedule. The trading window is
open 24/7/365 because the blockchain ledger is always on. No more waiting for markets to
open and your broker getting to the office. And in the case of a pandemic or other special
situation, you don’t need to go to an office or wait for someone’s office to open. This is known as
an Atomic Trade.
There is also no counterparty risk. The buyer has to have the funds to buy, and the seller has to
own the token to sell. The information is verified on the blockchain ledger and executed within
the parameters of the smart contract. This ensures that the buyer will receive LIBERTY-RE tokens,
and the seller will receive the payment for the transfer.
Another prospect is liquidity (the ability to sell or trade) on top Security Token exchanges
throughout the world. To name just a few: AlphaPoint, USA; Archax, UK; Blocktrade, Liechtenstein;
BNKtotheFUTURE, Cayman Islands; Coinbase, USA, DX Exchange, Estonia; Fusang, Hong Kong;
Smart Valor, Switzerland; STO Global-X, Singapore; TokenMarket, Gibraltar and tZERO, USA which
is a division of Overstock.com and is the largest exchange.
Finally, what could be the killer app for Security Tokens is the ability to receive your cash flow
distributions, capital gains, and trading settlements in a variety of currency options, including US
dollar, JP Yen, Euro, Gold stable coin or Ethereum!
In other words, the sale and payment for the digital security will be executed as an atomic trade
that adheres to all regulations, ensuring that no side of the trade comes out short-handed.
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10. Worldwide Access To Investment Opportunities
Perhaps the most significant possibility for blockchain real estate is that it opens up the opportunity
for wealth creation and wealth preservation to people all over the world.
With Security Tokens you can trade with anyone anywhere in the world. This also opens up the
amazing opportunity for the farmer in Nicaragua, the banker in Switzerland, the cab driver in
London, the teacher in South Africa, and the shipping executive in Hong Kong to all invest in high
quality, cash flowing, US commercial real estate from their smartphone. All it takes is internet
access!
The blockchain revolution will radically distribute value creation. The true value in security tokens
lies in how they can completely redefine the meaning of “ownership.” They can democratize
assets and distribute them among people all over the world. It is the distribution of value creation.
We believe the economy that works best is the economy that works for everyone. Imagine a world
in which anyone anywhere in the world can skip the bank account and instead invest a small sum
in a cash-flowing, wealth-preserving asset that they can use as a store of value.
Liberty Real Estate Fund is creating access to high quality, stable commercial real estate investments
in the United States. We envision a future in which the Liberty-RE token will be an investment in
a worldwide portfolio.
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Conclusion
For over 30 years, the founders of Liberty Real Estate Fund LLC (Liberty-RE) have been connecting
sound economics with experience in real estate. Our breakthrough insight was combining the
liquidity, transparency, and security of a regulated blockchain-based “Security Token” with the
stability, cash flow, and intrinsic value of real estate ownership. We are opening up and unlocking
the opportunity for investors to participate in creating wealth for themselves by fractionalizing
commercial real estate investment through blockchain-based tokens.
Liberty-RE will be investing in superior commercial real estate assets, with intrinsic value, which
are well located Single-Tenant Net-Leased properties throughout high growth, low tax areas of the
United States. We are creating a diversified portfolio of properties, situated in the best locations,
with long term lease commitments from the best brands, spread throughout high growth areas
and bundle it to a Security Token available to investors throughout the world.
These properties are leased to major corporations, dynamic businesses and health care providers.
Our acquisition strategy will target Essential Business retailers, automotive service providers,
medical and dental clinics located in high traffic, high demand “Main & Main” locations with
excellent value to many types of users.
An investment in Liberty-RE tokens will provide monthly income (cash flow), build equity,
protect against inflation and create wealth through a portfolio that is diversified by industry and
geographically combined with financially strong tenants.
We know that wealth creates financial freedom and improves options for creating flourishing
lives. Increased wealth improves health, education and our environment while alleviating poverty.

The Best Of Both Worlds
Liberty Real Estate Fund LLC is the World’s First SingleTenant Net-Lease Security Token FundTM, joining
blockchain technology with more than 30 years of
institutional real estate investment experience to deliver
stable, diversified, tax-efficient returns combined with
liquidity, security and transparency.
Our mission at Liberty Real Estate Fund is to create
wealth for millions of investors worldwide utilizing
the blockchain to tokenize ownership of high quality
commercial real estate assets in a $10 Billion diversified
portfolio located across the globe. The portfolio
generates value to individuals and businesses by
providing places to live, work, eat, love, relax, worship,
create and provide services to others.

BLOCKCHAIN SECURITY,
WORLDWIDE ACCESS,
TRANSFERABILITY,
LIQUIDITY

STABLE, TANGIBLE,
REAL WORLD CASH
FLOWING REAL ESTATE
INVESTMENTS
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For more information, please contact:

Michael Flight

708-209-6552
michael@libertyfund.io
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